The performance of movies in terms of revenue depends on many factors such as its production studio, genre, script quality, pre-release promotion etc, -all of which are traditionally used to estimate their potential success at the box office. Recently however, the "Wisdom of Crowd" and social media have been acknowledged as a strong signal in understanding consumer behavior towards media. In this paper, we discuss the impact of socially generated meta-data mined from the social multimedia sites and study the influence of social media on box-office performance and profitability of movies. Our result shows that various social media signals have varying yet significant impact in predicting the performance of movies. Our research also reveals that popularity of actor captured by follower count on Twitter is most relevant to the success of movie at theaters, and Facebook 'like' signal has noise which impedes its analytical credibility.
INTRODUCTION
A variety of factors determine whether a movie will make a blockbuster or be a flop at the theaters. Some factors are traditionally related to the movie such as MPAA rating, budget, opening theaters while other are socially generated promotions through signals such as number of likes on Facebook page for the movie, follower count of actors on Twitter and number of likes on trailer of the movie on YouTube. Such a scenario gives us an opportunity to explore socially generated meta-data extracted from social media and multimedia sites and assess their impact on the performance of movies. As films attempt to reciprocate the advancing expectations of the public, it has led to exponential rise in the risk associated with making any film. Thus, it is important to understand the factors, which influence the revenue that the film will make.
Previous research has tried to solve this problem of predicting movie profitability or performance; however it does sub-optimally by choosing traditional factors such as movie script [1] , advertisement budget, number of opening theaters, production house, MPAA Rating [2] , star cast [3] , etc. A number of interesting lines of recent work have pursued the pre-release financial movie success problem using a variety of social media data such as Google and YouTube trailer search volume [5] , critic reviews [6] , tweets [8] , Wikipedia activity level [4] . However, the performance of the models in [4] significantly degraded for movies, which had medium and low popularity. We attribute such degradation in the performance of the model to the choice of social media signal made in the above-mentioned works. [4] .
Thus, identification of signals, which could be equally relevant to all profitability classes of movies in order to derive classification or predictive models, remains an open problem
Upon investigation, we observe that current research suffers from the following limitations:
• Social media signals such as tweet, blogs and reviews lack worldwide applicability due to language barrier.
• Publicly available meta-data on social multimedia sites like YouTube still remains unexplored in addressing the problem.
• Star popularity in influencing the performance of movies still stands in debate.
• A comparative model to compare the relevance of socially generated meta-data from media and multimedia sites in solving the problem remains absent.
We formulate two concrete tasks that help us understand the problem scenario in a better way.
• Considering the constraint with availability of public data on social media sites, we perform classification and consider it as an initial stage of a prediction problem. In this study, we compare several well-known machine-learning algorithms in terms of their performance when dealing with different social media signals. We thought this was an interesting problem to study, given that previous papers have not explored the subject in the light of the particular social media signals we use. Our research uses purely statistical attributes and so is independent of any languagebased analysis. Moreover, our classification is performed on 532 movies, which surpass other relevant work in terms of the size of data under investigation.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We show that social media signals have the potential to improve the classification of movies in comparison to some traditional attributes employed by the entertainment industry. Traditional variables are less dominant in driving the box-office performance of movies.
• We discover that popularity of movie actors captured by follower count on Twitter is the strongest social media signal to determine box office performance of movies.
• The commonly used Facebook 'like' signal is noisy in our problem domain and do not classify movies accurately.
• Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm outperforms other machine learning we tested in terms of F-Score for different profitability classes and the average value (for the classification task).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes objectives and methodologies with data description. Section 4 describes experiments and evaluations, followed by conclusion and future work in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
We discuss related work in the field of prediction and classification of movies using traditional and social media attributes. By 1980s and 1990s, several researchers had begun to work proactively in the field of movies predictability. Many interesting lines of works have pursued their research choosing traditional factors such as advertisement budget, production house, MPAA Rating [2] , star cast [3] , movie script [1] etc. Ravid [3] also supported the findings of Litman [2] regarding the insignificance of star media popularity. Later, some other researchers [9] emphasized the presence of stars as a determining factor in influencing box office receipts. A study by Spann et.al [10] has also investigated Virtual Stock Market as a new medium to predict box office sales. Another work [16] tackles the problem from network science point of view using semantic meta-data pertaining to genre of the movie called 'genome'. With traditional factors recently coming under scrutiny in this domain of study [5] , many previous studies have touched upon locating social signals to tap popularity index of stars through polls or buzz, popularity of movies through Wikipedia activities [4] , tweets, YouTube and Google searches [5] etc. On one hand, a few studies [8] advocate that social media buzz on Twitter have positive impact on box office returns, some others [7] advocate that buzz in the form of tweets do not necessarily relate to box office revenue. Media popularity of stars has been one of the features on which recent researches have focused much on.
There is a wide array of research over years [3] [9], which have been debating on star popularity and its importance. In light of the above work, we try to investigate star popularity/power factor using meta-data generated by actors on social media platform. We also investigate meta-data from other socially generated promotions.
OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGIES
We try to study the influence of social media signals we collect in classifying movie profitability. We identify the performance of movies by classifying them into 3 profitability classes. We test well-known machine learning algorithm such as Support Vector Machine, Bagged Decision Tree, Adaptive Boosted Decision Tree, Random Forest and Decision tree for this purpose and compare the results to find which algorithm is the most suitable for our data and the problem scenario. Our motivation to employ the machine learning algorithms we use comes from previous studies that use similar set of algorithms for classification tasks [12] . We also do another comparison study to test which social media signal is the strongest predictor of movie profitability. We express the accuracy of the tests in terms of F-Score value as it is believed that classification of our kind might have high precision but low recall. In order to better describe the accuracy of our tests, we chose to use F-Score. F-Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall: F-Score = (2*precision*recall)/(precision+recall).
Data Description
Dataset with traditional attributes: We used the dataset that was released by MPAA in 2011. After careful examination and eliminating non-statistically significant variables taking reference from [11] , we used the following combination of traditional attributes with 532 movies as shown with an example in Table 1 along with class distribution in Figure 1 .
Social Multimedia Signals:
We identify signals which reflect audience approval from different social media domains. Note that meta-data in each domain may be different, e.g., Twitter is a social stream whereas YouTube is social video publishing website. Most of social media buzz around a movie that have been captured for this study are before its release or during the first 1-2 weeks.
We chose the following social media signals for our research.
• Facebook like count on movie pages, motivated by theories of social influence which suggest that the like count might influence people's decision making, in our case, the decision to buy a ticket to watch movie in theater [13] . It also reflects public acceptance.
• Follower count on Twitter accounts of top 3 lead actors, derived from IMDB ranking. The average of the number of followers was considered for analysis. Though follower count of an individual's Twitter account is being criticized for its unaccountability towards assessing his popularity due to attacks by bots or fake accounts, we make an attempt to fairly avoid the accounts that are following many other accounts, but followed by only a few of them as suggested in [14] . The selection of this particular signal was partly influenced by our intuitive reasons supporting the fact that actors are the most attractive component of movies, which mostly drive audience to watch the movie. Later, some past studies also influence the data selection as discussed below. Buzz about stars has been used to study such problem scenario by some researchers. In [9] , the author uses star buzz using STARMeter tool of IMDB to predict movie performance with 3SLS regression and suggests that buzz around movie stars may impact its performance. This gives us motivation towards exploring more about signals, which could reflect popularity of actors. After careful analysis of the different venues, which could act as a reliable source for measuring an actor's popularity, we chose to tap the follower count for actors on Twitter. We chose Twitter over other domains because Twitter is the most popular platform used by famous personalities and a large number of people in the world to follow their favorite actors [11] .
• YouTube like count on the official trailers of the movies, motivated by a recent study by Google Team suggesting Trailers remain one of the most influential sources throughout the decision process [5] . We use likes on YouTube trailer of movie to capture approval instances which can be extrapolated to general opinion owing to the huge number of its users. Selection of the above meta-data has partly been influenced by the ease of sampling they offer. With the help of Twitter, Facebook and YouTube APIs, data sampling became a simple and easy process. Another reason for selecting the above-mentioned signals is they have not been significantly explored in this domain of research by early researchers. Also, meta-data extracted from these sites gives us responses from a large number of users which can be easily extrapolated as general opinion as platforms like Facebook and Twitter claim to have the highest number of active users across the globe while YouTube is one of the most popular social multimedia sites. The dataset can be viewed on the link for Supplementary Data S1. For this experiment we take 2 datasets. The first dataset consists of only the traditional attributes and we call it "Traditional". The second dataset consists of traditional attributes along with social media attributes and we call it "Combined". The description of the datasets has been given in the link under Supplementary Data S1. For classification task, we tested the dataset on various Machine Learning Algorithms like Decision Tree, Bagged Decision Tree, Adaptive Boosted Decision Tree, Random Forest and SVM classification algorithm and compared them. We got the best classification result with SVM learner.
The dataset contains 532 movies. We have used Multiclass SVM using one-vs-all strategy. The kernel for SVM learner was set to radial. The results were averaged across 10 fold cross-validation whereby the dataset of 532 movies is divided into 10 subsets first. Next, the learner trains on 9 subsets and is tested on the remaining 10 th subset. This is repeated for all 10 permutations of the subset. The accuracy of the test is then averaged over the permutation and is shown in Table 2 in terms of F-Score. From Table 2 , we observe that along with the average F-Score value, the FScore value improves significantly for all classes and especially for 'high' class of movies when traditional attributes are combined with social media signals and becomes as accurate as 0.754 F-Score value on average. Our analysis indicates that for a movie to become a blockbuster, it is definite that there are some factors other than the mainstream (traditional) ones which are deterministic in influencing the box office performance of movies. In order to better understand the role that social signal in this problem scenario, we investigated our dataset again to check for the variables, which could explain the high profitability of the movie. Supplementary Data S2 shows a random collection of movies, which fall in Low, Medium and High profitability classes. Upon careful examination, we found:
• Popularity index tapped through Facebook likes, YouTube likes and Twitter followers were independent of budget or number of theaters the movie was released in.
• The data extracted from social media and multimedia sites are significantly influential in describing the profit made by the movie. Traditional variables are less dominant in driving the box-office performance of movies.
We compare the result with [4] which uses "Wikipedia activity level" as social signal along with a subset of the set of traditional features we use on movies released in 2010. The dataset in [4] employed on Linear Regression and achieved accuracy R 2 = 0.925(coefficient of determination) but failed to provide accurate prediction for less successful or low/medium profitable movies due to limited amount of related data for such movies. One must bear in mind that our performance with traditional features is quite good which could be due to comparatively large volume of data (movies from 2007 to 2011) we use. We see that social signals we use are not only indicative of high profitability of movies, but also enhance the prediction accuracy for all classes of movies when used together with traditional variables.
Hence, we conclude:
• The social signals we use do add some information about the movie's potential at the box office beyond traditional attributes.
• Complimentary to the findings of [11] , we also suggest that variables such as budget and number of theaters on opening week do not play a significant role in driving the box office performance.
Thus we see that the social media signal we chose carry more relevance in comparison to the ones used in previous research and add more information towards estimating movie performance at box-office.
Experiment 2: Determine which social media signal plays a more crucial role in augmenting the classification accuracy.
We take each of the social signals in combination with traditional variables and define 3 datasets. The description of the datasets is given on the link in Supplementary Data S1. We again test our datasets with SVM learner as described in Section 4, Experiment 1. The datasets were also tested on other machine learning algorithms whose results have been shown in the next section owing to low accuracy level. The result in Table 3 indicates that the popularity variable i.e. number of followers of actors on Twitter is the strongest social signal, which impacts the performance of movies significantly.
The average F-Score values when taking social signals one at a time are consistently higher than that for "Combined" dataset where all three social signals are taken together. A plausible reason for such result could be amplified noise caused when the signals are used together as we see in Figure 2 a high degree of disassociation between Facebook like and Twitter follower signal for a random set of movies chosen representing different profitability classes. This weakens the quality of model generated. We outline the following conclusion out of the experiments. Our result thus helps shed light on the long-standing debate about media popularity of stars in determining box-office success of movies. Our experimental study supports our intuition that star popularity tapped through follower count on Twitter could be a strong social signal to identify movie performance. We see that Twitter followers for actors of the movie help classify movies with overall F-Score being 0.89 and in high profitability class with 0.82.
Our study shows feature engineering is important, since the follower count of movie cast is a better feature than individual tweets about movie which had been used in [7] which showed Tweets about movies suffer inconsistent hype-approval factor which cannot be necessarily correlated with the financial performance of movies at box-office. Our experiment gave an accuracy of 0.893 F-Score. We came across this recent study [11] which uses a movie dataset which seems similar to our dataset or a subset of our samples with follower count for actors and directors of movie on Twitter and uses most of the similar features as we do and achieves adjusted R 2 =0.55(coefficient of determination).
b. Facebook 'like' signal has noise that interferes with
proper classification.
Low F-Score values with Facebook 'like' signal look strange despite Facebook having the highest number of active users in the world. We know that Facebook pages for movies are made 9-10 months before the release of the movies. A possible reason for such result could be the overpopularity of Facebook. Movie page keeps garnering likes over-time, possibly also, from people of countries where the movie does not release in theaters. Thus, the likes do not necessarily turn into ticket sale upon release.
Experiment 3: Comparison of model performance
We studied well-known Machine Learning algorithms and tested our dataset. Through the experiments done below, we compare the performance of different machine learning algorithms as shown in Table 5 .
We see that SVM outperformed all other algorithms we tested our dataset on. We analyzed the performances of algorithms we used. Though Decision Tree performed satisfactorily, we tried some ensemble techniques to boost its performance. However, the accuracy with Random Forest drops which could be due to the small size of our data. This impede the accuracy as it needs large number of features to avoid repetition and correlation between variables during random variable selection for decision trees formation. Bagging decision trees improves the accuracy slightly as many decision trees help develop a better model than an individual decision tree. Adaptive boosting being highly sensitive to noise responds badly when employed on real world data which carries some amount of noise Next, attempting to improve performance, we use Support Vector Machine. SVM learner trained using Radial basis function suits our dataset. We see significant improvement in the model, which is possibly influenced by the nature of the dataset. RBF fits better for real world datasets, which are linearly inseparable due to unequal class distribution and some overlaps between classes as discussed in [15] . Also, RBF kernel has been studied to perform better with small number of features in the dataset and small training samples in input space.
All the results have been 10 fold cross-validated with shuffled sampling. The parameter settings have been indicated below in Table 4 . 
CONCLUSION
Our work shows that Social Media influences the performance of movies significantly and adds more information about profitability of movies. In this work, we do not propose a new machine learning algorithm, rather we use carefully chosen social media data and evaluate the performance of well-known algorithms in light of the data. We show that popularity of actor depicted through follower count on Twitter is most relevant to the success of movie at theaters. Another very interesting result we have is that Facebook likes cannot be counted to be a credible signal for similar analysis. Our results suggest that the like signal has noise, which impedes its analytical capability. Finally, we see that modern classification algorithm Support Vector Machine performed better than other classification algorithms.
This study sets ground for future researchers to further investigate and potentially exploit other facets of the fact that follower count on Twitter is a credible measure of popularity. It could be interesting to assess popularity through follower count of other aspects involved in the film like production studio or director of the movie etc. Also, our result indicates that Twitter can be a great platform to measure popularity. We encourage future researchers to tap the fan/follower count for movies through their welcome page on Twitter. With rigorous research going on in developing classification algorithms to determine bots, fake accounts and humans on Twitter, we expect the data in the future to be cleaner and more credible. Also, though Facebook likes could not prove to be a strong indicator to assess financial performance of movies, we also believe that recommendation power of Facebook can be further investigated into using OpenGraph Protocol.
